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‘Sinus’ is a form invented to be on the one hand a permanent formwork 
to produce a composite slab of reinforced concrete with eps foam and 
on the other hand to be used as a concrete brick. 
The form evolved out of the parameters for the production-method. The 
foam  had  to  be  cut  with  a  hot  wire  connected  to  a  robot, which was 
obligatory for the design work and had a strong influence in decisions. 
The original form to start with was an elongated building block which 
is divided by only one cut of the robot into two parts of same size. The 
template is two sinus curves, which are placed on the opposed fronts. 
The curves are mirrored to each other and their amplitudes overhang the 
edges of the block. These geometric parameters evolve a sinuous cut on 
a regular basis, which develops alternate parabola stumps. 
Because of the division into two symmetric parts they can both be used

in  further  production  and  there  is  almost  no  cutoff.  The  cast  of  each 
module produces a concrete brick, which can be assembled  to build up 
diverse wall systems. The bricks can be smoothly joined in all three axes, 
connected with additive wood or steel poles. Overall the usage of ‘sinus’ 
will reduce the usage of concrete by 50% and produces weight savings 
of about 49,5%.
‘Sinus’ also allows various sizes and looks of prefabricated elements by 
changing the scale of the initial building block, but under perpetuative 
use of the sinus curves. The formwork’s geometry eases the insertion of 
reinforcement without further auxiliary construction which makes work-
ing on site simple. ‘sinus slab’ also has good static performance, as the 
concrete is only placed in needed pressurized parts of the ceiling. In wall 
systems the main goal is more an esthetic one.
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experimental prototype

construction
elegance through intelligence
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sinus wall type 1

sinus wall type 2

sinus wall systems

elevation 1_10section 1_10 concrete model

elevation 1_10 concrete modelsection 1_10

section 1_10

elevation 1_10

sinus ceiling system

diagonal core grid 1_10

orthogonal core grid 1_10

specific weight reinforced concrete                     2400 kg/m³
specific weight eps foam                              25 kg/m³

weight
estimated weight for 1m² flat slab in reinforced concrete of 
30 cm thickness:
                1m² x 0,3m  x 2400kg/m³ = 720kg

estimated weight for 1m² sinus slab of 30 cm thickness:

reinforced concrete: 1m² x (0,3m / 2)  x 2400kg/m³ = 360kg
 
eps foam:  1m² x  (0,3m / 2)  x 25kg/m³ = 3,75kg

sinus slab: 360kg + 3,75kg = 363,75 kg

estimated saving of weight 49,5%

pressure zone

less stressed zone

tensile zone

concrete is replaced 
by foam in less stressed zones

100% reinforced 
concrete in bearing area

50% concrete 
50% eps foam

minimized weight of the ceiling 
allows smaller dimensions in 
walls and columns

elegance through technique

example of use

schematic section

design 
elegance in diversity

economy


